Aims. Lunar soil and rocks are not protected by a magnetic field or an atmosphere and are continuously irradiated by energetic particles that can produce cosmogenic radioisotopes directly inside rocks at different depths depending on the particle's energy. This allows the mean fluxes of solar and galactic cosmic rays to be assessed on the very long timescales of millions of years.
Introduction
Solar energetic particles (SEPs), which form an essential component of the radiation environment near Earth (Vainio et al. 2009; Schwadron et al. 2017) , appear as sporadic fluxes of energetic protons and a small fraction of heavier particles associated with powerful solar flares and/or coronal mass ejections. Knowledge of the mean SEP flux in the energy range of several tens of MeV, as well as an assessment of the strength of occurrence probability of extreme SEP events are crucially important for the modern space-based technological society (e.g., NCRP 2006) . One of the most important parameters of the near-Earth radiation environment is the integral flux of energetic particles with energy above 30 MeV, F(>30 MeV) (e.g., Shea and Smart 1990; Feynman et al. 1993 ).
Direct space-borne measurements of SEPs over the last decades suggest that the average SEP flux is dominated by rare major events (Bazilevskaya et al. 2014) and varies between individual solar cycles by an order of magnitude (Reedy 2012) . However, the direct data were obtained during the period of unusually high solar activity known as the modern grand maximum (MGM, see Solanki et al. 2004) . Therefore, it is unclear whether the modern data are representative for longer timescales.
Extreme SEP events in the past can be studied by means of cosmogenic isotopes (primarily 14 C and 10 Be) in terrestrial natural archives (e.g., Miyake et al. 2012; Güttler et al. 2015; Usoskin 2017 ) on a timescale of up to 10000 years; however, because of atmospheric and magnetospheric shielding, they cannot provide information about solar particles with the energy of tens of MeV ) that is most important for technological impacts. Ideally, this ought to be studied using data from the space outside the Earth's atmosphere and magnetosphere, such as meteorites (e.g., Mancuso et al. 2018) or lunar samples. The lunar surface is not shielded from incoming radiation and keeps the information about its flux in the past. Cosmogenic isotopes are produced in situ in lunar rocks, allowing us to reconstruct the mean energy spectrum of energetic particles, although without temporal resolution. This idea was explored earlier (Reedy and Arnold 1972) when the SEP flux was estimated using measurements of lunar rocks brought to Earth by the Apollo missions. However, the earlier efforts (e.g., Rao et al. 1994; Fink et al. 1998; Jull et al. 1998; Nishiizumi et al. 2009 ) were model-dependent. In fact, those works did not provide true reconstructions of the spectrum, but only estimated the parameters of an explicitly prescribed functional shape (exponential over rigidity; see Eq. 4). Here we demonstrate that a lunar rock with cosmogenic 26 Al produced in situ can serve as an integral particle spectrometer able to reconstruct the SEP energy spectrum over long-term scales directly from measurements without any a priori assumptions on the spectral shape.
Data and methods

Parameters of the used lunar samples
Here we use data of 26 Al (half-life 717000 years) activity in two lunar samples, 64455 and 74275, brought by Apollo missions 16 and 17, and subsequently measured in different laboratories.
Sample 64455 is an egg-shaped object of about 5 cm long and 3 cm across collected directly from the lunar surface. Full information on its physical and chemical parameters is available elsewhere 1 (Meyer 2011) . The content of 26 Al was measured by Nishiizumi et al. (2009) . The sample was modeled using hemispherically concentric shells (R = 7 g/cm 2 ) lying upon a flat lunar-soil surface. The irradiation age and erosion rate were estimated as 2 Myr and 0 -0.5 mm/Myr, respectively (Meyer 2011) .
Sample 74275 is a flat knob-shaped object, 17 cm long, 12 cm across, and 4 cm thick, collected from the lunar surface. Full information is available elsewhere 2 (Meyer 2011) . It was measured by Fink et al. (1998) and modeled using "knob" geometry (R = 78 g/cm 2 ) and columnar-averaged isotope activity, as lying upon a flat lunar-soil surface. The irradiation age and erosion rate were estimated as 2.8 Myr and 1 -2 mm/Myr, respectively (Meyer 2011) .
We also use 26 Al measurements (Rancitelli et al. 1975; Nishiizumi et al. 1984) in the 242-cm long Apollo 15 deep-drill core, which was modeled using the slab geometry and chemical composition according to Gold et al. (1977) . More detailed information is available 3 at (Meyer 2011).
Model of 26 Al production
Production of an isotope by cosmic rays inside matter is numerically modeled using the concept of the yield function. The isotope's production rate Q(h) at depth h in a sample is related to the flux of primary energetic particles, SEPs or galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), as The yield function is calculated as
where k is the index of primary or secondary particles (protons, neutrons, α-particles, pions),
is the efficiency of the isotope production by a particle of type k with energy
is the concentration at depth h of primary and secondary particles of type k with energy E ′ corresponding to the primary particle of type i with energy E, and v k (E ′ ) is the particle's velocity.
is a result of numerical simulations of the particle transport in lunar matter and is calculated per unit intensity (J i =1 cm −2 s −1 sr −1 ) of monoenergetic primary particles. The efficiency of isotope production by particles of type k is
where j indicates the type of target nuclei in a lunar sample, C j is their content in one gram of matter, and σ j,k (E ′ ) is the cross section of the corresponding nuclear reactions. The efficiency S depends on the chemical composition of a sample and needs to be calculated for each case individually. The cross sections of 26 Al production by protons were adopted from Nishiizumi et al. (2009) and Reedy (2007) , while those for α-particles were taken according to Tatischeff et al. (2006) . The cross sections for 26 Al production by neutrons on Al and Si were taken from Reedy (2013) and assumed to be identical to those for the proton reactions for other nuclei (Ca, Ti, Fe) . We also considered the 26 Al production by charged pions, whose contribution was typically neglected earlier but is shown to be essential in dense matter (Li et al. 2017 ). The corresponding cross sections were extracted from the Geant4 model (Agostinelli et al. 2003 ). An example of the efficiency of 26 Al production for proton reactions in a lunar rock is shown in Figure 1 . We can see that three elements (Mg, Al, and Si) dominate the production in different energy ranges. enables the most accurate reconstruction of the SEP spectrum due to the low energy threshold and high efficiency of its production by low-energy particles ( Figure 1A ), in contrast to other isotopes 10 Be, 14 C, and 36 Cl, also measured in lunar rocks but having higher energy thresholds, lower efficiency ( Figure 1B) , and accordingly lower sensitivity to SEPs versus GCRs, even in the upper layers (Fink et al. 1998; Jull et al. 1998; Nishiizumi et al. 2009 ).
Specific yield functions were calculated individually for each particular case considered here (two lunar rocks and the deep core; see Section 2.1). Primary particles were assumed to arrive isotropically from the upper hemisphere. Their composition was considered to be only protons for SEPs, and protons and heavier species for GCRs. An example of the yield function for 26 Al at different depths is shown in Figure 2 .
Computations of the isotope production in the deep-drill core require simulations of the nucleonic cascade initiated by energetic particles deeper in matter. This was made by full Monte Carlo simulations, using the Geant4 toolkit (version 4. 10 Agostinelli et al. 2003) for nuclear interactions of primary and secondary particles in the core and applying the slab geometry. The chemical composition of the Apollo 15 deep-drill core was taken according to (Gold et al. 1977) .
It was proposed earlier (Reedy and Arnold 1972) that SEP related production in lunar rocks can be modeled analytically since SEP energy is insufficient to initiate a nucleonic cascade. We have checked this assumption (Poluianov et al. 2015) and found that it works reasonably well for the upper layers shallower than 5 -7 g/cm 2 . Accordingly, we simulated 26 Al production by SEP protons in the shallow layers by direct integration of the analytical formulas for the exact geometry in each case. Samples were considered to be lying on typical lunar soil with a flat surface and the chemical composition of the Apollo 15 deep-drill core.
Lunar rock as an integral spectrometer
The yield function for 26 Al produced in lunar rocks by protons at shallow depths (<7 g/cm 2 , Figure 2A ) is step-like with the sharp energy threshold growing with depth, where 26 Al is produced directly by impinging energetic particles as a result of spallation of target nuclei Mg, Si, and Al ( Figure 1A ) without development of a nuclear cascade. Spallation reactions define the primary particle's energy threshold, which increases with depth because of ionization losses. This yield-function shape is close to that of an ideal integral particle spectrometer, which is a detector whose response is directly proportional to the integral flux of primary particles with energy above a threshold E * , with the yield-function being step-like, i.e., zero for energy below E * , and a constant value for E ≥ E * .
SEP spectral shape
Here we show that production of 26 Al in the upper layer of a lunar rock is indeed a good integral spectrometer for protons of SEP energies. This allows the SEP spectrum to be reconstructed directly from the measured data, without any a priori assumption on its exact spectral shape. To check this and to assess the related uncertainties, we considered two spectral shapes often used in earlier SEP studies: an exponent over rigidity (hereafter EXP) (Freier and Webber 1963 )
and a power law (POW) over energy (Van Hollebeke et al. 1975 )
Overall, POW tends to provide a spectrum that is too hard with an excess of high-and lowenergy particles, while EXP yields a softer (at the high-energy tail) spectrum with an excess of mid-energy particles. These two models bound more realistic cases, such as the modified power law (Cramp et al. 1997) , i.e., a power law with a gradually increasing spectral index; the Ellison-Ramaty spectrum (Ellison and Ramaty 1985) , a power law with an exponential roll-off at higher energies; Band-function (Band et al. 1993; Raukunen et al. 2018 ), a double power law, hard at low energies and soft at higher energies with a smooth junction; or Weibull representations (Pallocchia et al. 2017 ) of the SEP energy spectrum. An agreement between the results based on the POW and EXP models would imply that the method is model-independent, while the difference between them can serve as a conservative measure of the model uncertainty.
Effective energy of isotope production
Here we define the effective energy E * of the isotope production (see ) as the energy for which the scaling ratio K = F(>E * )/A is approximately constant in a wide range of spectral parameters. Here F(>E) is the integral omnidirectional flux of protons with energy above E; the activity A of the radioisotope (quantified via the disintegration rate per minute per kilogram, dpm/kg) at a given depth h is computed from the production rate Q (Equation 1), assuming a flux of particles constant in time and explicitly considering the exact composition, exposure age T , and erosion rate r for each sample as
where h ′ = h + ρrt is the depth at time t with account of erosion, ρ is the rock's density, and τ is the lifetime of the isotope. We assumed in computations that the production rate Q and erosion rate r are constant in time. An example is shown in Figure 3 (panels A and B) for the EXP and POW models (see Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively) for the depth h =1 g/cm 2 . We can see that there is a value of E * at which K is roughly constant in a wide parametric range. As the range of parameters, Figures 3A and B , the values of E * were found to be 39.6 MeV and 39.1 MeV, respectively, for the EXP and POW models, with the corresponding ∆K/K ≤ 2% in both cases.
The resulting "calibration" curve of E * as a function of depth h is shown in panel C for the two spectral models. We can see that the two curves nearly coincide in the range of depths from 0.1 to 3 g/cm 2 , giving a clear relation to the effective energy within ≈ 20 -60 MeV. We neglected the uncertainties of the definition of E * in each case, but instead took the difference between the EXP and POW models (∆E * ), which is less than 1 MeV. The corresponding scaling factor K is shown in panel D for the two models with the ∆K-uncertainties indicated. We can see that the EXP and POW models agree with each other within the uncertainties in the depth range 0.1 -5 g/cm 2 (E * =[20 -80] MeV), but diverge at shallower and deeper depths. Therefore, there is a nearly oneto-one relation between the depth in the sample and energy E * of the SEP particles; the measured isotope activity at this depth A(h) can then be directly translated into the the integral flux F(> E * )
via the coefficient K.
Thus, the method is suitable for a robust and model-independent reconstruction of the particle spectrum in the energy range between 20 and 80 MeV. This provides a straightforward way to reconstruct the SEP spectrum directly from the measured depth profile of 26 Al activity in the upper layers of lunar samples.
Estimation of uncertainties
We considered several sources of uncertainties:
Measurements. Measurement errors of the isotope activity A are converted into production rate Q using the sample's age and erosion rate. The ensuing errors of Q are called σ Q . These errors are treated as distributed normally around Q with the corresponding standard deviation. In addition,
there is the error of the GCR fitting σ GCR (see Section 3.1), which is also considered as normally distributed.
Model. The model uncertainty is related to the definition of the effective energy E * and the conversion coefficient K for the given depth in a sample (see Section 2.3). These uncertainties are treated as uniformly distributed within the full-range interval.
SEP spectral shape. Model computations were made for two bounding spectral shapes: exponential EXP and power-law POW (Eqs. 4 and 5 in Section 2.3). These two models were considered to have equal probabilities.
Erosion rate. The erosion rate for each sample remains an unknown parameter, with the range estimated as 0 -0.5 and 1 -2 mm/Myr for samples 64555 and 74275, respectively (see Table 2 ).
These uncertainties enter conversion of the measured isotopes activities A into the production rates.
Uncertainties of the final result were assessed using a Monte Carlo method as described below.
For each data point for a given sample and depth h we made 10 6 realizations of the reconstructed SEP flux F(>E * ). For each realization we first took a normally distributed random number with the mean Q(h) and standard deviation of σ Q (h). Then the value of the GCR related background was taken in a similar random way using the estimate of σ GCR . Thus, the value of Q SEP (h) was obtained. Next, we randomly chose the model between exponential and power law, and computed the energy E * (from Figure 3C ) taking the scaling factor K as a uniformly distributed random number from the interval K ± ∆K (from Figure 3D ). From these obtained 10 6 values we computed the mean flux F and the uncertainties defined as the full range of E * and the upper and lower 16th percentiles of the F distribution. The final result is shown in Figure 4 and listed in Table 2 .
The gray-shaded area in Figure 4 denotes the full range of the reconstructed spectrum, which is an envelope of individual reconstructions.
Results
Galactic cosmic rays on the mega-year timescale
Since lunar rocks are bombarded by both SEPs and GCRs, we need first to remove the contribution of GCRs into the isotope production before reconstructing SEPs. GCRs are much more energetic, but less abundant in the lower energy range than SEPs. They penetrate much deeper into matter, where initiate nucleonic cascades and dominate the isotope production at depths > 20 g/cm 2 . We adopted a general description of the GCR spectral shape in the form of a force-field approximation (Gleeson and Axford 1968; Caballero-Lopez and Moraal 2004) , which is a common and well validated way to describe the long-term variability of GCRs (Usoskin et al. 2005; Herbst et al. 2010 ). The near-Earth energy spectrum J i (E), of GCR particles of type i (proton or heavier species), characterized by the charge Z i and mass A i numbers, can be presented via the unmodulated local interstellar spectrum (LIS) J LIS,i and the so-called modulation potential φ as
where E is the particle's kinetic energy per nucleon, Φ i = φ(eZ i /A i ), and E r = 0.938 GeV/nucleon is the rest mass of a proton. The energy spectrum of GCR is defined by a single parameter, the modulation potential φ, which quantifies modulation of GCR inside the heliosphere by solar magnetic activity. The reference local interstellar spectrum (LIS) of protons was taken in the form provided by Vos and Potgieter (2015) considering direct in situ measurements of low-energy GCR beyond the termination shock and near-Earth measurements in high-energy range. Results, based on other LIS models, can be straightforwardly converted (Asvestari et al. 2017) . The nucleonic fraction of helium and heavier nuclei was standardly considered as 0.3 to protons in LIS (e.g., Usoskin et al. (Gold et al. 1977 ).
2011). We assumed that LIS is constant on a million-year timescale. Figure 5 shows dependence of the 26 Al production by GCR in the deep drill core as a function of the depth h and the modulation potential φ. Applying this dependence, we fitted the measured concentrations of 26 Al in the Apollo 15 deep core (Nishiizumi et al. 1984; Rancitelli et al. 1975 ) to find the best-fit values of the modulation potential ( Figure 6 ). The fit was performed by minimizing χ 2 as shown in panel B. The best-fit value of the modulation potential was found to be φ = 496 ± 40 MV for the last million years, which is considered hereafter.
This value is significantly smaller than the mean modulation potential φ = 660 ± 20 MV for the period 1951 -2016 ), but consistent within uncertainties with the mean modulation over the Holocene (Usoskin et al. 2016 ) φ = 449 ± 70 MV (reduced to the same LIS).
This highlights the fact that the second half of the 20th century was characterized by MGM with unusually high solar activity. 
Mean SEP spectrum estimate
The corresponding GCR contribution was subtracted from the measured isotope content, and the remaining activity was ascribed to SEP, whose spectrum was further reconstructed using the "calibration" curves shown in Figure 3C and D. The final reconstruction of the SEP spectrum is shown in Figure 4A for the two lunar samples and for a range of erosion rates. Uncertainties were calculated as described in 2.4. The full range uncertainty (the envelope over different samples and erosion rates) is shown by the gray hatched area. The reconstructed fluxes lie very close to each other in the energy range of 20 -35 MeV, being almost independent on the exact sample, spectral shape, and erosion rate, with the full-range relative uncertainty (including the model uncertainty) being within 20%. This energy range corresponds to the F(>30 MeV), which is often considered as the radiation environment. Thus, the F(>30 MeV) flux is quite robustly defined here. The uncertainty grows with energy, reaching 40% at 60 MeV and a factor of two at 80 MeV. The summary spectrum, which includes the mean and the full-range uncertainties (gray area in Figure 4 ), is given in Table 2 and serves as our final estimate of the mean SEP spectrum over million of years.
As a consistency check, we performed the following computation: from the spectra reconstructed above (both GCR and SEP) we calculated, using realistic geometry and chemical compositions, the expected activity of 26 Al in a lunar rock and compared it with the actual measurements ( Figure 7) . The computed activity appears consistent with the data within the uncertainties, and lies between the two samples. Although it does not prove the correctness of the method, it does imply that the model is free from internal systematic errors.
A comparison of the new reconstructed million-year SEP spectrum with earlier estimates and the direct space-era data is shown in Figure 4B . Color curves present earlier estimates of the SEP with the values computed here using the final reconstructed spectrum ( Table 2 in the main text) as
shown by the solid black line (the mean activity) with the full-range uncertainty (gray area). The dashed curves with the hatched areas correspond to spectra reconstructed for individual samples (Table 1 ). The light blue hatched area with the olive curve depicts the GCR contribution to the activity.
spectrum (Fink et al. 1998; Jull et al. 1998; Nishiizumi et al. 2009 ) explicitly assuming its EXP shape (Equation 4). They all agree within a factor of two and fit into the uncertainty of the present reconstruction (except for the 26 Al -based Ni09). The curves are shown in the energy range corresponding to the production threshold (see Figure 1B) , since their extension to the lower energy range would be based on an extrapolation of the exponential shape but not on data. The SEP spectrum is more uncertain for energies above 100 MeV, where the contribution of GCR becomes dominant. We conclude that the present direct reconstruction of the mean SEP spectrum is consistent with earlier estimates which were obtained using an explicit a priori assumption on the EXP shape.
For comparison, we also show the mean integral fluxes F(>30 MeV) and F(>60 MeV) for the last solar cycles 1954 -2008 (Reedy 2012 as orange stars. The flux reconstructed for the last million years agrees, within the uncertainties, with that for the last cycles. This is an interesting result since solar activity (the modulation potential φ) was significantly higher during the recent decades due to the Modern grand maximum than in the past (Section 3.1). This implies that the mean SEP flux does not depict a notable dependence on the overall solar activity level. This result is concordant with the fact that strongest known extreme SEP events (Miyake et al. 2012; Miyake et al. 2013; Usoskin et al. 2013; Jull et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2017) , such as the events of 775AD, 993AD, BC3372, and the Carrington event of 1859, occurred during periods of moderate solar activity. This provides new observational constraints (Hudson 2010) . Figure 4 of the main text.
Sample 64455
16.8 ± 0.8 1.71 ± 0.14 19.9 ± 0.6 1.71 ± 0.11 
21.5 ± 1.5 1.41 ± 0.21 23.9 ± 1.7 1.55 ± 0.26 24.6 ± 0.9 1.31 ± 0.14 27.0 ± 1. Table 2 . Reconstructed integral omnidirectional flux of SEP over the last million years (see also mean flux of SEP can be directly estimated from lunar data, further modeling is needed to assess the occurrence rate of individual events. For example, the entire mean flux can be produced by a huge single event that occurred a while ago. Such an extreme assumption was made, for example, by Reedy (1996) , but it is obviously unrealistic since it assumes that there are no other weaker events during the lifetime of the isotope. In reality, there is always a distribution of events over their strength and occurrence rate. A more appropriate estimate can be made by assuming such a realistic distribution. Let us assume that OPDF of SEP annual fluence can be approximated by the Weibull distribution (Weibull 1951) , which is often used to describe the occurrence probability of solar events (see, e.g., Gopalswamy 2018, and discussion therein)
where P is the probability that a SEP event with the fluence greater than F will occur within one year, and k and F 0 are two fitted parameters of the model. Then the mean fluence F is defined as
Now this model can be fitted to data using several observational constraints: -A lower limit of P(>2·10 10 cm −2 ) ≥ 2.8 · 10 −4 yr −1 is set that corresponds to the three historical events of 3372 BC (Wang et al. 2017) , 775 AD (Miyake et al. 2012) , and 994 AD (Miyake et al. 2013 ) securely found during the Holocene, but there may be more similar events discovered (e.g., Park et al. 2017 ) since the entire record has not been analyzed yet (Usoskin 2017 Figure 8 and describes well all the data points including the data from lunar rocks. It is interesting to note that the first blue dot in Figure 8 lies too low versus the reconstructed OPDF, implying that the number of known events with F(> 30 MeV)≥ 2 · 10 10 (cm 2 yr) −1 is smaller than expected and that we expect more events of this strength to be discovered over the Holocene (Park et al. 2017 ). According to this estimate, no events with F(>30 MeV)> 5 · 10 10 and ≈ 10 11 protons/cm 2 are expected on timescales of a thousand and a million years, respectively.
Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that activity of 26 Al measured in the upper shallow layers (<5 g/cm 2 ) of lunar rocks serves as a good integral particle spectrometer in the energy range of 20 -80 MeV. The lower bound is limited by the threshold of the isotope's production reactions. On the other hand, more energetic particles with energy above 100 MeV can initiate nucleonic cascades in deeper layers making the yield function of the isotope's production increase with energy ( Figure 2B ), which distorts the characteristics of an integral spectrometer. Moreover, the GCR contribution to the isotope production grows with depth (Figure 4 ), which makes separation of the SEP signal less robust in deeper layers. Thus, only the SEP flux in the energy range 20 -80 MeV can be reliably reconstructed.
Although the idea of reconstruction of the spectrum of solar energetic particles from lunar samples has been exploited in the past, a new approach based on precise computations of the yield function makes it possible to use lunar rocks as a good particle spectrometer able to estimate the SEP spectrum without any a priori assumptions on its shape. Using this method, we provided the first realistic model-independent reconstruction of the SEP energy spectrum in the energy range 20 -80 MeV on a timescale of a million years and showed that it is consistent with earlier estimates and with the modern values. We also evaluated, using the 26 Al data from deep layers, the millionyear mean flux of GCR, which appears to be significantly less modulated (the modulation potential φ = 496 ± 40 MV) than during the last decades (φ = 660 ± 20 MV), confirming the importance of MGM of solar activity in the second half of the twentieth century. The fact that the mean millionyear SEP spectrum is consistent with the modern values, obtained during the MGM, implies a lack of notable dependence of the SEP flux on the level of solar activity, consistent with the fact that the strongest known historical solar event occurred during periods of moderate solar activity. This puts new observational constraints on solar physics and becomes crucially important for assessing radiation hazards for the planned space missions.
